Basketball Wales Meeting Minutes
09/03/2016
Date of Meeting: 09/03/2016 Time of Meeting: 1830hrs ended 2100hrs Venue: Cardiff Met
University (Cyncoed Campus)
Convener: Chairman Steve Lloyd (SL)
Board Members Present: Stef Collins (SC) Jason Merchant (JM) Jon Shefford (JKS) Cameron Selley (CS)
Lee Coulson (LC) Gavin Williams (GW) Phil John (PJ) Melanie Helerman (New member of the BW
Performance Committee invited to the meeting at the request of the Chair)
Action to be carried out is highlighted in red
Welcome –
Steve Lloyd Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting.
Apologies –
Apologies received from Anne-Marie Koukouravas (AMK) Jason Merchant (JM)
Conflict of Interests –
SL asked the board if there were any conflicts of interest that needed to be declared prior to the
start of the meeting. None Declared. GW now holds COI forms for all board members to be reviewed
every 6 months and is to update
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Presentation by Givova UK
Presentation made by Givova with regards to them becoming the Technical Kit Sponsors of
Basketball Wales. The company is based near Pontypridd and is already a kit supplier to one of the
South Wales based teams. After a 15 Min presentation and Q&A they were going to speak to head
office in Italy and put a proposal in place and email BW. CS to follow up
Recognition Review
GW provided an update - policies and procedures are being drafted with help of Melanie Hellerman
and performance group. A number of already completed policies have sent to Gareth Parry. Ideal
situation where good policies can refer to for parents etc. Grievance procedure as well. No feedback
from Gareth Parry to date. GW to chase and cc Ian Blackburn. Ceri has done financial procedure
document that covers everything financial that SW are looking for. CM to delegate the work as it
comes. CM does not actually pay invoices, but will delegate someone else on the finance committee
to do so. SW want to see a budgeted trip that we have planned and are going through. Have one
demonstrating player contribution etc. GW- need to have a budget in place that we are working
towards this year. GW discussed with CM. Also looking at plans next year. GW to discuss with
relevant directors on their proposed budget to work through. SL specified within the strategic plan if
somebody requires further information to contact the specific Director directly.
Director Reports
SL reads all the reports - read prior the meetings. SL - very important and helpful to show what we
are doing as a board. Future reports, yellow over the reports of what to go out to the members as a
chairman’s report. This can then be sent out as an email via the membership portal.
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BW Social Media
GW confirmed that BW has a good media presence Facebook/twitter etc. some pages are not in the
control of BW. Very separated social media. Melanie Hellerman to draft social media policy.
Discussed the various FB groups that are being used by coaches at present to discuss plays and
tactics etc. LP proposed a different alternative which will be supported by Cardiff Met at no
additional cost to BW where by coaches are to watch videos and plays and email then direct to
players in their squads (Not Social Media based) MH to make a policy to reflect the practice. Draft
policy to say follow procedure or there will consequences – JKS to look into the trademark/copyright
BW.
BBF Strategy
BBF strategy doc - LW - doc came around - Nick Humby concerned with no feedback from BW need it
by Friday. PJ - picked up on an item. Discussion document discussed- JKS to e-mail Nick Humby.
SL and LW had a meeting Last Thursday, - happy with content, with RB - feed to board - RB please
supplement the notes because SL didn’t take any.
Terry Price Cup 2017
Terry Price Cup 2017 - SL remembers the comp himself when he played. Was a good weekend - time
to resurrect it? Or keep it separate. James Morgan’s in North Wales happy to host this year with BW
support. SL - not this year and best to just stick with 2017 in order to budget it etc. GW has said that
in the past depending on location teams do not travel well. GW suggested played in national centre
of Wales WIS. GW said there will be plenty of notice to the teams of when they need to be finished
in order to prep for it and make it Cardiff every year so BW can contribute to the cost and its
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Jason Merchant to get a group together to co-ordinate in 2017 - national sports centre after the end
of the season for end of May.

BW National Team Policies
Melanie Hellerman consulted with NSPCC sport about policies and they have provided strong
feedback.

Basketball Wales Calendar
SL asked GW for a BW calendar, In order to see if there are clashes and remind people to consult it
e.g. SWBA, NWBA and Performance Group (National Teams)

National Teams Update (Performance Committee)
LW - appointed assistant coaches to girl’s u16’s. Steps forward in welfare. Issues with Rhondda not
available for training. National Team programme have a number of coaches in place that are
inappropriately qualified, solutions such as supervision being used. Coaches are aware their position.
DBS checks collating is being carried out by GW as a matter of urgency, very few DBS certificates
handed over as part of ENDC hand over. Once all DBS numbers have been collated and recorded by
BW the next step is to collate all Coaching qualifications of National team coaches.

CS informed the board that JM had produced a document which need to be completed and emailed
to performance committee before any trips are planned and executed. James Morgan’s has failed to
carry out this procedure with a planned trip to Ireland to play a friendly international game at the
end of March.
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All coaches must sign off on the new policies that have been emailed out by Melanie Hellerman as a
priority.
JKS to chase up Bluefin insurance regarding Personal Injury Cover for Overseas travel.
JKS discussed ‘coaching contracts’ that are deemed to be in place. These are inadequate and are not
contracts. JKS to draft a letter ready for the performance committee to use along with their
appraisal plans.
SL will then write to all coaches and re-new on a rolling yearly basis.
Director of coaching role discuss SL indicated that this is an important role for BW. This role is to be
advertised LP to lead on this with GW
Finance Update

CM updated the board with the balance of the BW accounts. New Financial procedure policies have
been drafted and can be viewed in the BW shared drive, these policies are also part of the Rec
Review.
Legal Update

JKS provided an update on the legal aspects, as covered by his director’s report
Sponsorship Manager Role

SL confirmed that Denis Campbell has been appointed as the new BW sponsorship manager. The
main focus of this role will be to bring in much needed commercial revenue for the federation, in
particular for the National teams, and any major events BW look to run in the future.
AOB
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BW Pin Badges, CS to look into the option of mass producing BW pins and pendants via a contact in
China CS to follow up and advise

Date of Next Meeting
25th May 2016 at Cardiff met University, Cyncoed Campus 6:30pm

SL closed the meeting and thanked everyone for attending
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